State Faculty Curriculum Committee (SFCC) Meeting Agenda
Friday, August 17, 2018
9:00 A.M., Lowry Campus, President’s Conference Room, 2nd Floor

Attendance
Christine Gaudinski-Aims
Jim Crandall-Aims
Juliet Hubbel-ACC
Doug Mugge-ACC
Chris Luchs-CC online
Amy Connerton-CMC (phone)
Meghan Davis-CNCC (phone)
Jennifer Harrell-CCA
Beth Lattone-CCA
Jeff Froyd-CCD
Lori Yost-CCD
Linda Van Doren-EGT (phone)
Laura Blom-EGT (phone)
Matt Wilson-FRCC
Abel Combs-FRCC
Kathy Henderson-LCC (phone)
Becky Young-LCC (phone)
Carol Kuper-Morgan GT liaison
Jessica Edington-Morgan

Clint Rothell-NJC
Mike Anderson-NJC
Kimi Kelley-OJC
Ronald Striegal-OJC (will attend by phone)
Kim Adibuah-Pickens
Sam Hoffmann-Pickens
Warren Munick-PPCC
Kris Gates-PPCC
Michael Payne-PCC (phone)
Tim Gama-PCC (will try to attend via phone, technical issues)
Lynette Hoerner-RRCC
Janiece Kneppe-RRCC
Melissa Kleinschmit-TSJC (phone) in Alamosa
Ryan Newport-TSJC in Trinidad (not present)
Ian Macgillivray-Associate Provost
Dana Anderson-CCCS (absent)
Denise Mosher-CCCS (new Jennie)
Gilian McKnight Tutein-FRCC, VPI liaison (absent)

Robin Lewison-curriculum catalog and scheduling coordinator
Michael Schulman-database
Guest Michele Koster-PPCC for CON 138


On phone-Nicholas Spezza, FRCC and Teresina Davie for HWY

WebEX/TelePresence log-in information on Page 3! I removed that from the notes due to formatting issues.
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Time
9:00
AM

Topic
Welcome and
Overview of the
Day


9:10 –
9:20
AM




Action/Respons
ible Party

Mike Anderson, Beth Lattone
Templates and reviewer information will all go to Denise Mosher.

Introduce
new
members
and get
contact
informati
on

Overview of the
Sept. 21
Discipline Chair
Training


Discussion & Documents

process to
Replace
Discipline
Chairs and
Fill
Vacancies
review of the
curriculum
process
responsibiliti
es of the
chair

All
Sept 14-SFCC
Sept 21-Discipline Chair training
Sept 28-2:2
Suggested having another DC training after 2:2 for any new chairs that were
nominated at the 2:2.
Structure for Discipline Chair training would be to give them a solid base to be
ready for 2:2 with as little paper as possible. Review curriculum process, talk
about troubleshooting problems, the role of the DC, and what we need to have
them do at the 2:2.
Beth has a hard copy of a manual, but that is 6-7 years old.
Ian and Robin have 3 documents for us to look at:
Discipline sign-in sheet-keep, provide more copies. Suggestion was to
incorporate into the Meeting Notes form. Was pointed out that some chairs serve
for multiple disciplines so the paper form might be more important.

Goal: Begin
planning for
discipline chair
training.
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troubleshooti
ng the issues
that slow the
process
down
GT Pathways
issues
go over the
discipline
meeting
agenda for
the 2+2 (so
that chairs
have a clear
idea of what
they need to
do when they
meet with
their
disciplines at
the 2+2 in
Pueblo).

Discipline Meeting Notes form (will be done as an electronic document to allow
for notes to be sent out) Can we incorporate a spreadsheet to be able to track a
class and what decisions were made? Was pointed out that there has been
connectivity issues in the past, where it is difficult to access the CCNS, can this
be addressed prior to 2:2? Robin is going to make sure that SFCC will be able to
see copies of the discipline meeting notes to know what was discussed in all of
the disciplines.
State of the Discipline Feedback: could this be imbedded into the Meeting
Notes?
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9:20 –
9:40AM

2:2 Agenda and
Website




2:2 Faculty Conference - Fall 2018
September 28, 2018, 8:30am – 3:00pm

see draft
agenda
2:2 website &
registration
GT Pathways
requirements
& courses up
next for audit

Pueblo Community College
900 W Orman Ave, Pueblo, CO 81004
WiFi username: abc & password: 123
Today’s Goals:
1.

DRAFT Agenda
8:30 – 9:00
9:00 – 9:15

Sign-In & Breakfast (put locations here)

Welcome, Thank You Faculty & SFCC!, & Goals for the Day (put location here)
• [New] Vice President for Academic Affairs/Provost, CCCS
• Sarah Heath, Asst. Provost for Career & Technical Education, CCCS
• Mike Macklin, Assoc. Provost for Workforce Partnerships/Development, CCCS
• Ian Macgillivray, Assoc. Provost for Academic Innovation & Initiatives, CCCS
(The idea here is to thank the faculty for coming and the SFCC for their hard
work, introduce briefly the new provost, and frame the day with the goals.)
9:15 – 9:30
Opening Remarks (same location as above)
• Joe Garcia, President, CCCS
(The idea here is for Joe’s remarks to honor the roles faculty play in the state
and
peoples’
lives.)
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9:30 – 10:30
Best Practices in Writing Curriculum and Assessing Student Learning Outcomes
• Faculty facilitator (Ian has an idea)
(Mike, might this be a good time for you and Beth to meet with the VPIs and

Ian
Request was made that SCI and EDU disciplines need to have time carved out as
well because the chairs also sit in other disciplines, needs to happen around 3:00.
Another discussion may be Marketing, Business, and Entrepreneurship.
Ian will forward the three documents as they are not opening in the agenda due to
a Word issue.
Question was asked about why a class has to sit on the Proposed Database for 30
days? Chair emphasized that it is very important that faculty have an opportunity
to review a course that in case there are questions. Once a class is on the
proposed database, it can be taught at that school.
Discussion of the spreadsheet that Ian created for the process of moving a course
through the approval process.
Do we require that proposer of a course be required to attend when their course is
up for vote? One of the problems we run into is running out of time at the
meeting. The Curriculum committees should ask, “would this raise a question at
SFCC?”
First box on the flow chart is seeking input from discipline chair but not seeking
approval at this point.
Starting next month, Discipline chair approval needs to be submitted to Denise by
the Weds before the SFCC meeting.
Can we add a line in the email to the DC that they have sent out the course to the
discipline to receive feedback prior to approval?
Denise would make grammar and spelling adjustments based on the reviewers
comments.
2:2 participation is binding on course revisions, does this rule apply? If important
decisions were made at 2:2 and you were not there, can dissenters have the ability
to derail a course? Pointed out that proxies should be in attendance if it is that
important. Will be finalized in time for DC training.
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9:40 –
10:00A
M

Denise
Courses approved by SFCC would become active the following semester.
An older version of the template addressed active term for the class. Where we
run into a problem is when an institution is already using a class and we make
major revisions it can open contracts on the HR side.
Effective date is the Summer term of the following academic year. If it is new, it
Create web
page form?
can be effective immediately. This is not on the newer forms, so the question is
Add Archive when does a revised class become effective? We need to make sure that language
and Unis on the new form. Feb 25th is the date used for requiring courses to be updated
archive
for SU scheduling.
check
Denise will put together a draft on what we have and will bring to next meeting.
boxes?
How do we get a web submission form for the template to deal with editing and
Use 1
copy/paste errors?
template for
Dream process would be that everything would be accessible.
all?
There is a need for a master Excel spreadsheet to be able to look back at a class to
Certain
find the dates of a class approval, minutes included, where the courses are in the
changes at
process, a check box for the VPIs (some months we know, some not), effective
the wrong
date column, archive and unarchive check boxes (some institutions want to
time will
reopen classes-would it be ok to add an unarchive check box). What is the
unlock
contracts. Th process to get an archived class on the bulletin board? MAT 179 is on the PPCC
e previous
schedule but it was put on the archived list. How important is it to archive a
form did
course? Was done to clean-up the database and remove any possible duplicates.
address
Every time we make a change, a record is created and leaves an old version in
when
that database.
courses,
We are going to create a masterlist, alphabetical, to make notes for approval/not
once
approved/why/etc.
approved,
For 2018/29-this is what we want the disciplines to talk about to be able to track
would take
effect. As an courses for 2:2.

CCNS
Templates &
Timing for
Making
Courses Active






Goal: Provide
feedback on
CCNS course
template ideas.
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most course
revisions
wouldn’t take
effect until
the next
summer
term,
whereas a
new course
could take
effect
immediately.
Are these still
in effect?

10:00 –
10:40A
M

Review of
Bulletin Board
Process


Website has changed, click on the Yellow Staff/Faculty button, Academic
Affairs, Common Course Numbering, Grey bar to right>Required Course
Syllabus Language.
Refer to CDHE’s website to find where GT classes are and what their status is in
the review process. State database
https://highered.colorado.gov/Academics/Transfers/gtPathways/curriculum.html
of list of GT classes and their approval status.
Hoping to have minutes, bulletin boards, etc. on the new website.
Have a spot on the form for justification for more than 20 CLOs such as
requirements of accrediting bodies.

Mike Anderson, Denise Mosher, Ian Macgillivray & Michael Schulman

Goal: Make
decisions about
BB process.

Review list of
Proposed
Courses that
haven’t
moved. What
should we do
with them?
Archive?
Cancel?
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10:40 –
10:45A
M

Business
Meeting


May 11
minutes
approval

2018-05-11 SFCC
Minutes.docx

Mike and Beth
Move to approve, add Melissa Kleinschmit was in attendance on the phone.

Approved.
10:45 –
11:15A
M

Course
Approval Flow
Chart




Make edits
and then
clean up
formatting
Future plans
for Handbook

11:15 –
11:35A
M

Quick Review
and Make
Assignments for
September
Bulletin Board

CON
138

Michele Koster

Flowchart-New
Revised Course Approval Process DRAFT 2018-07-19.docx

All

Goal: Finalize
flowchart at
September
SFCC and
distribute at Disc
Chair Training
and 2:2.

Mike
Aims will help review ACC 101, 102, 121, and 122
MAT 103-CCD & PPCC
Aims and CCA-STE 100-115
HPR 123 (had originally been submitted as 110 which was already being used)
CMC will also review.
Was submitted originally as a CAR prefix. (Carpentry vs Construction) was
approved by the state discipline at the time, however he is now not state
discipline. Was approved at CIP in April of 2018 and forwarded on to SFCC.
Move “This course is intended to familiarize the student with entry level terms
and processes of both trades.” into the description. In topical outline, take out the
action verbs on the outlines. Michele will fix and resend to Denise. VI remove
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various. Put space in air conditioning. Approved with noted changes that Michele
will submit to Denise.
11:35

August Bulletin
Board Review Vote on HWY
Courses


Guest:
Nicholas
Spezza,
FRCC

Teresina Davie
also on phone.

Lunch
continue
d

12:23-12:45
Bulletin Board
Review,
continued

All
HWY courses AAS of Highway Maintenance and Design to help them become
managers and designers. Is there a DC? Teresina Davie will be acting DC. FRCC
and Aims reviewed. This program is essential for the state’s future work on the I70 expansion.
HWY 100-approved
HWY 101-needs to have This course to start the second sentence.
HWY 105-Nicholas will edit and resubmit by the end of the meeting.
HWY 110-Second sentence needs This course. Denise will fix excessive
capitalizations in Topical Outline.
HWY 115-Take out “students to” in the description.
HWY 210-Second sentence “This course covers the best maintenance…” Break
CLO 2 is allowed to have two verbs as it is one outcome. CLO 5 add comma
between distressed and low volume and paved.
III. ditches
HWY 255-Remove second and in first sentence. Second sentence “This course”
non-technical. CLO 6-replace build with incorporate. CLO 2-replace when and
how to apply them with “their uses”
Approved 100, 101, 110, 115, 210, and 255.
Waiting for 105 for later in the meeting.
HWY 105 revisions sent in at 1:00 pm. Remove “students to” in description.
Approved with revisions.
All
Suggestion was made that faculty should be trained on curriculum writing even if
they are not DCs. Courses should be sent back to the VPI who approved this in
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Continu
ed until
done.

Bulletin Board
Review,
continued

the first place because maybe the course should never have been sent to SFCC in
the first place.
All

Adjourn
ed 5:01
pm
Voting that was done via email that was sent to the SFCC members on 8/21/18 via electronic communication from Mike Anderson:
SFCC Members,
Thank you for your hard work and focus through our long meeting on Friday. At the end of the meeting we lost our webex group and
some of the Denver Attendees had to leave. About a dozen of us remained and worked through the PHT courses and the GT Revision
courses. We did not have an official quorum so we did not officially vote. We suggested minor edits to some of the courses and those
edits have been made by Denise. Format issues and excessive Capitals will be corrected by Denise when she inputs the courses into
the current database. Some of the GT courses where inadvertently moved out of the proposed database so in some cases the new
version is in both the proposed and the current database. We are confident that what you see in the proposed represents the revised
version of the course. LIT 221 and 222 have been left off the list because there were issues that need to be addressed at the next
meeting. The rest of the courses were reviewed by the group on Friday and are recommended for your approval.
We do not normally do electronic votes but in this case we would like to move these courses forward so that they will be in
compliance with GT deadlines.
Please vote by replying to this message and putting “Yes” or “no” in the box in the table.
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YES – means that you approve the course (minor format issues, etc. will be corrected by Denise).
NO – means that you want the course to be discussed at the September SFCC Meeting.
Please do not add any notes as I am trying to get the votes done and counted so that the courses can go to the VPI’s on THURSDAY.
If you have questions or concerns vote “no” and we will discuss the course at SFCC in September.
I need your vote by End of Business on Wednesday 8/22/18.
VOTE
YES/NO
PHT
115
PHT
116
PHT
118

Pharmacology I

3

Institutional Pharmacy

3

Pharmacology II

3

LIT
201
LIT
202

World Literature to 1600:GTAH2
World Literature after 1600:GTAH2

3

AGE
102

Agriculture Economics:GT-SS1

3

3
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ENV
101
ENV
110

Enviornmental Sci w/Lab:SC1

4

Natural Disasters:SC2

4

PHI
113
PHI
218

Logic:AH3

3

Enviornmental Ethics:AH3

3

PHY
111
PHY
112

Physics Alg-Based I w/Lab:SC1

5

Physics Alg-Based II w/Lab:SC1

5

PSY
217

Human Sexuality:SS3

3

SCI
105

Science in Society:SC2

3

ANT
111

Bio Anthrplgy W/Lab: GT-SC1

4
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Results of voting:
All,
Thank you for responding and voting on the courses from the August 17, 2008 Meeting. I received 23 responses. SCI 105 had five “no” votes so
we will roll the course to the September SFCC Meeting. All of the other courses had two or fewer “no” votes so they will be approved as
presented.
Kris Gates will reflect the vote in the minutes, Denise Mosher will process the courses in CCNS, and these courses will be presented to the VPI’s
tomorrow.

Mike Anderson
Agriculture Department Chair
Northeastern Junior College
100 College Avenue
Sterling, Colorado 80751
970-521-6635
mike.anderson@njc.edu
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